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Beyond the Standard Model and ν masses
 New physics scale

 Hidden sectors
 Leptogenesis   

Mossbauer, GSI
Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions
Nuclear matrix elements ββ0ν
Supernova ν

News in Standard Model neutrinos !

Future



Beyond SM ν



 Decoupling physics

What we see is the low-energy effects of a new high scale : Λ
                                                     Weinberg; Buchmuller,Wyler,…

                              Effective Field Theory

  Oi
d built from SM fields satisfying the gauge symmetries



d=5    only Weinberg’s operator

New physics scale

ν masses
lepton number violation



d=5    only Weinberg’s operator

New physics scale

Type I: heavy singlet fermion

ν masses
lepton number violation

Minkowski; Gell-Mann, Ramond Slansky; Yanagida, Glashow…



New physics scale

Type II: heavy triplet scalar

d=5    only Weinberg’s operator

Konetschny, Kummer; Cheng, Li; Lazarides, Shafi, Wetterich …



New physics scale

Type III: heavy triplet fermion

d=5    only Weinberg’s operator !

Foot et al; Ma; Bajc, Senjanovic…



New physics scale

d=5    only Weinberg’s operator ! Also from loops !

Zee-Babu



     Effective see-saw theories

The measurement of mν not enough…

          α          Λ             “degeneracy”

d=6 operators can resolve the degeneracy in some cases….

Type I

Type III

Type II

Can w
e te

st 
this 

?

Gavela, Broncano, Jenkins;   Abada, et al  



• rare lepton decays: µ -> e γ 

• Z, W decays
• rho parameter
• W mass, …
• violations of universality, unitarity,…

d=6 operators
Rich phenomenology…



        What we expect for Λ ?

Λ
MGUT

Y~O(1)
TeV
Y~O(10-6)

Hierarchy problem

Generically, naturalness
problem

Can Λ∼TeV  and large d=6 effects beyond ν masses ?

Not less natural 
than other leptons

Vissani;Casas, et al



        Could d=6 be stronger ?

 Loop suppression of d=5 and not d=6     Zee, Babu

                                                                                    De Gouvea’s poster

 Two independent scales in d=5, d=6 from a symmetry
principle: lepton number
                               Cirigliano et al; Kersten,Smirnov; Abada et al

             Λ5~ΛLN > Λ6 ~ ΛLFV ~ TeV



           ΛLN > ΛLFV ~TeV ?

There is a sensible physics motivation

Origin of lepton/quark flavour violation linked to the EW
scale

Lepton number breaking scale higher and responsible
for the gap between ν and other fermions

Cirigliano, et al



           ΛLN >> ΛLFV ~TeV ?

Example 2: Type II triplet scalar

               ΛLN = MΔ
2/µ             ΛLFV = MΔ

Many interesting consequences if so:

Scale of LFV within LHC reach: 
                same-charge lepton pairs !

LFV could be measurable beyond neutrino oscillations

Senjanovic’s talk

Keung, Senjanovic;…



ΛLFV ∼ TeV: direct searches at LHC ?
See-saw II:Pair-production of charged triplet scalars

                    pp-> H++ H-- -> l+l+l-l-

 Flavour structure one-to-one to mν !   BR(H++  -> lα+lβ+ ) ~ |Mαβ|2

Han et al;Garayoa, Schwetz; Kadastik,et al ; Akeroyd, et al; Fileviez et al



Quixotesque enterprise…we need as many approaches as 
possible

νe

ντ
νµb

s

d

The flavour problem

LHC, lepton and quark flavour factories



Leptogenesis 
Most interesting and generic implication with ν masses

Works out in Type I    Fukuyita, Yanagida,…

                     Type II   Ma,Sarkar, Hambye  
                     Type III  Hambye, Li, Papucci, Notari, Strumia

Recent progress:
    flavoured leptogenesis -> follow dynamics of Le, Lµ, Lτ

Relaxing bound on light neutrino mass

Abada, et al;   Nardi, et al

Nir’s talk



Leptogenesis stew 

Not too light neutrinos:  mν < few eV

Heavy extra states: M Ν,Δ,Σ > 10 9 GeV
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But neutrino mass matrix does not provide the exact recipe!
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     “Hidden” sectors ?
Many unsolved puzzles beyond flavour:
           Dark matter,  Dark energy,  LSND anomaly…

Could be explained by new interactions/particles below the 
EW scale but very weakly interacting 
          keV sterile neutrinos and dark matter     Shaposhnikov’s talk

            mass-varying neutrinos and dark energy  Kaplan, Nelson, Weiner

            unparticles…  Georgi 

Offer no explanation of small ν masses, but ν are the
natural messengers with the hidden world: no conserved
visible charge



Sorel, Conrad, Shaevitz 

Maltoni, Schwetz

   Reconciling LSND ?

Maltoni’s talk
3+1, 3+2,…in very bad shape



LSND and MiniBoone reconciled with energy dependence ?

Eν ~ 30 MeV  L=35m  antineutrinos  

Eν ~ 750 MeV  L=541m  neutrinos  



Light sterile ν +
light B-L gauge boson

Reconciling LSND?

Soft quantum 
decoherence

Farzan,Schwetz, Smirnov
Nelson, Walsch

MSW effect

θ13!

Two intriguing examples:

2)1)



-> can be tested  in near future…sometimes in unexpected 
ways

in MiniBoone

Strongly constrained by neutrino physics (and astro-cosmo)

1)
Soft-decoherence

Same positive signal !

2)



   ν physics can constrain unconventional
types of new physics that in many cases
will be hard to test otherwise !

Osc-SNS experiment              Ray’s talk 

 Important to explore unexplored neutrino 

oscillations parameter space!

Minerva, LHC,… Vanucci’s talk



Beyond the Standard Model and ν masses
 New physics scale

 Leptogenesis 
 Hidden sectors   

 Mossbauer, GSI
 Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions

 Nuclear matrix elements ββ0ν
 Supernova ν

News in Standard Model massive neutrinos !

Future



Long arXiv discussion on-going…

Mossbauer, GSI and the foundations of ν oscillations



Mossbauer

 GSI-Anomaly 

Akmedov, Kopp, Lindner;  Bilenky, von Feilitzsch, Potzel; 
Akmedov, et al; Bilenky et al.,…

Giunti;  Ivanov, Reda and Kienle;  Lipkin;  Peshkin;
Burkardt, Lowe, Stephenson;  Ivanov, Kryshen, Pitschmann,
Kiele;  Giunti;  Lipkin….

Can you have oscillations if ?

Can this be oscillations ?

Raghavan
Potzel’s talk 

Lindner’s talkNO



  “Typical” ν oscillations

 Localized initial states -> not p eigenstates

 Oscillations in space require Δp

 ΔE/E and Δp/p of external states not necessarily

related !

ΔE/E ~ Δp/p  relativistic ;  ΔE/E << Δp/p bound states 



  Mossbauer ν oscillations

Related to localization of ion initial/final states at source &
detector

3H in cristal
bound state

3He in cristal
Bound state

Akhmedov, Kopp, Lindner



  Mossbauer ν oscillations
ν are monocromatic and on-shell and nevertheless the
three mass eigenstate propagate and interfere

Extremely sensitive: hierarchy  from νe dissappearance
(without matter effects) from comparing 

Minakata, Nunokawa, 
Parke, Zukanovich



GSI ν oscillations ?

Measure ωsyncroton of single ions as function of time: see
them decay in real time!

Coherence in final state ? NO  

Similar to quantum beats: an initial state mixture of mass
eigenstates ΔE ~10-15 eV !

>3σ



  Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions
The same mechanism that allows us to describe π0-> γγ

predicts    Harvey, Hill, Hill  

Axial anomaly Baryon anomaly

Both couplings can be derived from the  WZW term in
the chiral Lagrangian



Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions
A new source of NC background at low-energy for νµ   νe …

Without form factor, recoil, nuclear effects…   
             120 (gw/10)4 per 2x105 CCQE @ MiniBoone



Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions

Could explain the excess ?

If so, fair to call it MiniBoone (baryon) anomaly!

 

Brice’s talk



Anomaly-mediated νγ interactions

Many other potential applications

neutron star cooling, supernova energy transfer, …

BIG extra motivation to measure and understand ν cross-
sections

Eg: MiniBoone, SciBoone, Minerva, T2K, Nova, etc

 

Link to B+L violation of the SM ! 

Matter/antimatter Asymmetry !

Zeller’s talk



Nuclear Matrix elements for ββ0ν

Bahcall, Murayama, Peña-Garay 04

Nuclear theorists are working very hard to clean this up…



Nuclear Matrix elements for ββ0ν

Much better agreement: Quasi-particle RPA vs Shell Model

In SM contributions from s~J(nn) >4 are
significant precisely when QRPA and SM differ !
 In QRPA, s ≤ 4 …

Caurier, Menendez, Nowacki, Poves 

76Ge 82Se 136Xe

Kayser’s talk



Supernova Neutrino Fluxes

Intensive activity in understanding non-linear effects due
 to the ν−ν coherent interactions in SN

Dighe’s talk

Posters:  Dasgupta;  Esteban-Pretel; Pastor

Robust prediction: spectral split if IH and θ13 ≠ 0

Fogli et al

Duan et al; Qian; Raffelt, Smirnov



 ν

The future:

 Smoking guns for Beyond SM 

• Majorana ν -> new physics scale 

• Light sterile ν’s -> masses beyond Higgs-Yukawa 

• Violations of unitarity in mixing

• Flavour symmetries in Yukawa matrices   King’s talk

• Non-standard ν interactions

ν
ν

•Violations of fundamental symmetries: CPT, Lorentz, etc

•Subleading effects in oscillations: decay, decoherence, etc



The art of the possible:

We should at least measure the 3 active ν mass matrix

  δ, α1, α2   θ12,θ23,θ13m1
2

   <  m2
2, m3

2

 CP-phases    Angles   Masses



Precision lepton flavour is here
Zukanovitch-Funchal’s talk

θ23 = [36.9o, 51.3o]  
θ12 = [32.3o, 37.8o]  
θ13 < 10.3o

At 2σ

Δm2
21= 7.66(35) x 10-5 eV2

|Δm2
23|= 2.38(27) x 10-3 eV2



CKM today

PMNS  a week ago

Some homework to do…since a similar precision would be 
essential: test GUT inspired models, lepton flavour symmetries 

Gonzalez-Garcia, Maltoni

PDG 2007

VCKM =



Precision lepton flavour physics

@

It would have been impossible to measure CP violation!



The unknowns…

θ13                                     α1, α2                        

δ                                
Hierarchy                     0νββ

m2
1 /m2

3

Precise ν oscillations

0νββ, ββ

Cosmology
sign(cosθ23)

Need to measure tiny amplitudes
 νe νµ  in atmospheric range 

need to resolve the parameter degeneracies



A woldwide enterprise

LBL BaselinesReactors



Race for the unknowns…

Plenty of possibilities to reach the sin2 2θ13~10-4 realm …

Work of many people …

CP phase Hierarchy

Minakata’s; Kajita’s; Gomez’s; Saoulidou’s talks 

Some new curves from posters: Choubey, Agarwalla, Bross



Important synergies

θ23, hierarchy, …

Neutrino telescopes -> θ13, θ23, δ

Supernova ν signal -> θ13, hierarchy

Huber, Maltoni, Schwetz

Dighe’s talk

Bento et al; Athar et al; Farzan, Smirnov;…

Akmedov et al
Smirnov’s talk

Atmospheric 

Maybe more can be done..



Beyond 3ν scenario

Progress in finding also the sensitivity to scenarios
beyond the standard one in future LBL: non-standard
interactions, CPT, violation of unitarity, … more to come

If synergies are important for the 3ν scenario, they are 
even more in presence of non-standard physics

Accelerator: LBL, SBL, LHC, 
                    rare proceses,EW precision 
Reactors
Astrophysical: atmospheric, solar, neutrino telescopes,
SN…

Bell’s talk

Maltoni’s and Minakata’s talks



Majorananess and ν mass scale

ββ0ν is a must !  Important progress is expected…

Fogli, et al

Next era

Next-to-next

Cosmo  Easther’s talk



More about the future 
         in the sunny warm antipodas….





Now far ahead the Road has gone, 
And I must follow it, if I can, 
Pursuing it with eager feet,
Until it joins some larger way
Where many paths and errands meet.
And whither then ? I cannot say

                                      J.R.R. Tolkien


